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KUWAIT: Al-Sayer Holding was bestowed with CSR
award as 1st runner-up in large business category in
the Sustainability Awards event at Dubai in the person-
al presence of Eng Sheikh Salem bin Sultan bin Saqr
Al-Qasimi - Chairman - Department of Civil Aviation -
Ras Al-Khaimah. The 11th cycle of Arabia CSR Awards
recognized out of hundreds of entries, 29 organizations
that were selected by a panel of 6 judges of the Arabia
CSR Awards as the most sustainability-oriented entities
in the region.

The ceremony was attended by Hamad Musaed Al-
Sayer CEO Al-Sayer Franchisee and Vice Chairman of
the Al-Sayer Sustainability and Corporate Excellence
Committee, Eng Nehad Al-Haj, Deputy Group Manager
Corporate Excellence along with Naser Mohammad Al-
Sayer and Hamad Ibrahim Al-Fouzan, who are members
of the Al-Sayer Sustainability and Corporate
Excellence Committee.

According to Mohamed Naser Al-Sayer Chairman of
the Sustainability Committee at Al-Sayer Holding, “We
are honored to be part of the Sustainability benchmark
of the Arab region receiving this prestigious recognition
from Arabia CSR Network. Our efforts are constantly
towards leading by example in terms of excellent serv-
ice, quality products and sustainable business to
enhance community and customer satisfaction at the
same time securing a safe and productive workplace.” 

The winners, through a comprehensive online appli-
cation and supporting documents, were required to
prove their performance in areas of environmental man-
agement, social and
governance prac-
tices, responsible
growth and more.
Governmental bod-
ies, public and pri-
vate sector compa-
nies, social enterpris-
es and non-profits of
all sizes feature
among the finalists.

Speaking about
the evolution of the
Arabia CSR Awards,
Arabia CSR Network
President and CEO
Habiba Al Mar’ashi
commented “For the
past decade and
more, we have put in
every effort to make it the most modern and relevant
CSR/sustainability awards, fit to attract organizations
across the Arab world. The evolving nature of the
awards makes it a platform that keeps up with changing
trends and emerging issues.”

The annual Arabia CSR Awards mobilizes organiza-
tions across the Gulf, Levant and North Africa to com-
pete with regional counterparts in the field of corporate
sustainability. Twelve size based and sector specific
awards categories, offer a range of organizations to par-
ticipate. The criteria of the awards, based on global
benchmarks such as the United Nations Global
Compact (UNGC) Principles, the Global Reporting

Initiative (GRI) Standards and the European Foundation
for Quality Management (EFQM) model, makes it one of
the most rigorous CSR awards in the region. in keeping
with the linguistic diversity of the Region, applications
can be submitted in English, Arabic or French.

Nehad Al-Haj of Al-Sayer Holding Corporate
Excellence said “across several dimensions we scored
outstanding ratings that contributed to winning this
award. Keeping in mind the long-term business sustain-
ability we have reinforced our compliance to social,
governance and environmental standards. We have
defined measurable performance indicators to measure
and improve these standards based on our strategic pri-
orities. Innovation is included as a central part of our

strategy to support sustainable business model for com-
ing years with the spirit of do more with less.”

Applications to the awards in 2018 were submitted
by organizations from 10 Arab countries, representing
39 sectors. Among the applicants were regional industry
leaders, global players, local businesses, SMEs and
start-ups. From the 108 of organizations that applied
this year, 29 made the final cut. 

Congratulating the finalists, Al-Mar’ashi said, “It is a
great honor to work with this impressive line-up of sus-
tainability leaders. We acknowledge their efforts to con-
duct business responsibly and ethically, to contribute to
society, and to respect the concerns of their stakehold-
ers. They are the brightest stars in the sustainability
horizon and will continue to impress and inspire for
many years to come.” 
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Ooredoo will 
offer iPhone 
XR starting 
26 October
KUWAIT: Ooredoo yesterday announced it will offer
iPhone XR, bringing the latest iPhone innovations to
more people and will be available in select stores start-
ing on Friday (26 October). For complete pricing
details, please visit ooredoo.com.kw.

iPhone XR integrates breakthrough technologies
from iPhone XS in all-screen glass and aluminum
design featuring a 6.1-inch Liquid Retina display, the
most advanced LCD in a smartphone, with wide color
support and True Tone for a more natural viewing
experience. iPhone XR brings the smartest and most
powerful chip in a smartphone with A12 Bionic, a next-
generation Neural Engine built for advanced machine
learning in everything from photography to augmented
reality, the TrueDepth camera system, faster Face ID, an
advanced camera system that creates dramatic por-
traits using a single camera lens, long all-day battery
life and six beautiful finishes; white, black, blue, yellow,
coral and (PRODUCT)RED. This new design is splash
and water resistant with a rating of IP67 and protects
against everyday spills including coffee, tea and soda.
iPhone XR also brings Dual SIM to iPhone through the
use of digital eSIM.

Continuing its annual Apple launch event since 2014,
Ooredoo Kuwait took the lead in launching Apple’s lat-
est devices, iPhone XS and XS Max, last month amidst
a vast number of customers who came to the headquar-

ters in the heart of Kuwait City in order to get the
devices which were paired with an exclusive unprece-
dented offer making this the biggest and most exciting
launch event in Kuwait.  

KIB appoints 
Othman Tawfiqi 
as GM of 
Retail Banking 
KUWAIT: KIB recently appointed Othman Tawfiqi as
the General Manager of the Retail Banking Department
(RBD) at the Bank, after obtaining approvals from the
Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK). In his new role, Tawfiqi
will be responsible for developing the RBD and moni-
toring the implementation of its new business strategies.

With a wide breadth of experience in the finance
and banking industry, Tawfiqi has served in a number of
senior positions at banks in Kuwait. Previously, he held
the position of Assistant General Manager of Retail
Banking and was also the Head of Product and Business
Development and Head of Delivery Channels at Al-Ahli
Bank of Kuwait (ABK). He also served as a board mem-
ber and Vice Chairman of KNET in Kuwait.

KIB lauded Tawfiqi’s vast expertise and skills and

pointed out that his
appointment as the General
Manager of RBD reflects
its strong focus on attract-
ing promising, local talents,
as well as appointing them
in positions that are in line
with their skills and expert-
ise; thereby enabling the
Bank to achieve its ambi-
tious goals aimed at
strengthening its position
in the banking and finance
sector both locally and
internationally.

In order to maintain its
leading position, KIB aims at attracting and hiring tal-
ents who add exceptional value to the team and the
Bank overall. Accordingly, Tawfiqi will join a high-cal-
iber team of leaders with extensive expertise, enabling
the Bank to cement its position as a leading financial
institution.

Tawfiqi holds a bachelor’s degree in marketing from
Kuwait University in 2004. Additionally, he has also
completed the executive education program for strate-
gy and leadership at Harvard Business School.

Othman Tawfiqi

Next IMF loan 
will be ‘the last’: 
Pakistan FM 
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s finance minister promised
yesterday to end the country’s reliance on International
Monetary Fund bailouts to shore up its shaky economy,
as officials prepare to negotiate a new loan. Asad
Umar’s pledge comes days after Pakistan’s central bank
warned inflation could double in the coming year-hit-
ting 7.5 percent-while the country’s growth target rate

of 6.2 percent would likely be missed.
“This will be the 13th and the last IMF program,”

Umar said during a speech at the Karachi Stock
Exchange. Prime Minister Imran Khan’s administration
has sent mixed messages over whether Pakistan will
enter another IMF program, with the former cricketer
suggesting this week that going to the fund may not be
necessary.

But Umar spoke in grave terms of the country’s bal-
ance of payment crisis, which has sparked a deprecia-
tion of the rupee and sent stocks tumbling.

“We are heading towards bankruptcy very fast. We
have to save the 210 million Pakistanis,” Umar added.
An IMF team is set to arrive in Pakistan in early
November to begin negotiations. —AFP

State-owned oil 
firm Petrobras: 
Brazil’s crown jewel
RIO DE JANEIRO: Petrobras is the jewel in Brazil’s crown:
Latin America’s most valuable enterprise, a $100-billion oil
and gas group whose crude output puts the country in the
top 10 league globally, rivalling that of many OPEC members.

Yet it is also the most indebted oil company in the world.
And it is at the heart of the biggest corruption scandal to
rock Brazil: a graft probe that has claimed numerous political
scalps, not least that of former leftist president Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva. Much attention in Brazil and abroad is now
being focused on Petrobras because of what looks likely to
be a Brazilian presidential election victory by Jair Bolsonaro.
The ultraconservative has expressed a willingness to oversee
further sales of Petrobras’ non-core assets.

Petrobras was founded 65 years ago as a government
monopoly to tap the tiny reserves that existed at the time. It
grew in the mid-1970s when shallow offshore fields was dis-
covered, but they were not big enough to provide self-suffi-
ciency for the vast South American nation.

Brazil’s real oil bonanza happened in late 2006 when

Petrobras discovered what turned out to be huge amounts of
crude lying under the oceanic crust far offshore-so-called
pre-salt deposits. That pre-salt oil is costly to get at, but its
extraction soon made the country a net exporter, propelled
into the same league as members of OPEC, of which it is not
part. Today, Brazil has proven reserves of 13 billion barrels
and produces 2.5 million barrels of oil a day, according to
the US Energy Information Administration. Half the produc-
tion comes from the pre-salt fields, with that proportion
forecast to grow.

Petrobras used to the sole producer on all the pre-salt
fields, though foreign oil companies were later allowed to
participate. Under Brazil’s outgoing center-right government
tender conditions have eased up.  Currently one deepwater
zone, the Libra field, is being tapped by Petrobras in partner-
ship with France’s Total, British-Dutch giant Shell, and
Chinese groups CNPC and CNOOC. Analysts believe the
Libra field could by itself hold up to 15 billion barrels.—AFP

CBK offer
KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK)
will offer its clients a 20 per cent discount on shop-
ping at Aura, Al-Zahra complex. The discount will
be valid until September 30, 2019. 


